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Editorial: 
Some years ago, Louise and I canoed across Auckland Harbour with my son and 
his girlfriend.  It was an experience with much shipping in the busy channel, but 
we had an knowledgeable guide to keep us safe.  We left late afternoon and 
returned in the dark.  It was pitch black but there were lights on the canoes.  
However,  the light on the guide’s canoe failed – what could we do to keep 
safe?  His advice was to ensure the light on my son’s canoe  was parallel with 
our canoe and although we could not see him, he would be there between the 
two boats.  This advice worked and we got safely home.   
 
It led me to use this as an analogy for ‘God’ – we cannot see him/her/it,  but we know ‘God’  is there by what 
we see in the actions of others. 
 

Meetings for Worship 
Sunday morning 10.30 in the Meeting House and blended on Zoom or separateness together.   
Refreshments are served in the Children’s room after Meeting and a donation bowl is there to cover costs. 
 

Thinking about mid-week and Sunday evening Worship 
Another reminder about these two sessions – the Sunday evening Meeting is very quiet, peaceful and 
reflective and the mid-week Meeting provides time out in the middle of busyness – please put a date in your 
diary now and join us.  We serve a bowl of soup after the Wednesday Meeting. 
 

Diary Dates July 2022 
08th July: 18.00 David and Louise’s Goodbye party at Anna Milner Gulland’s 
17th July: 13.00 Meeting for business and church affairs: 
20th July: 19.30 Reading Group (Blended) 
30th July: 14.00 Wealden and Needlemaker’s Circle Cream Tea 
 
Walking Group: Tuesdays 12th and 26th July (see Notices for details) 
Coffee at The Depot: Friday mornings at from 10.15 onwards 
Gardening Group: 2nd and 4th Wednesdays  at 10.30 
 

Thoughts from the In Reach Out Reach Committee 
Entering Contemplative Worship 
What Makes a Gathered Meeting?  Individuals make a 
conscious decision to attend a Quaker meeting for 
worship.  Each person gathers with others to engage in 
contemplative worship, as distinct from meditation, 
knowing that a leading of the Spirit may or may not be 
forthcoming, and that a completely silent hour of 
worship in itself may be spiritually restorative and 
inspirational. 

From Friend’s Journal: https://www.friendsjournal.org/entering-contemplative-worship/ 
 
 



MORE NEW BOOKS: being in Friend’s House for Yearly Meeting gave me the chance to browse in the 
splendid bookshop and to come back to Lewes with a few more gems for our library. 

 
We now have the complete set of booklets entitled Twelve Quakers and…with topics 
ranging through faith, God, prayer, simplicity, pacifism, equality, truth, and the latest 3 
additions are on Jesus, death, and simply ‘Twelve Quakers’.  These books started 
appearing 20 years ago from Quaker Quest which still runs open discussion evenings in 
London.  In each of them 12 unnamed Quakers (some of whom can be identified if you 
have enough inside knowledge) write briefly on the subject so they are a quick and easy 
way to see the range of Quaker thinking on the particular topic. In Twelve Quakers, we 
read a general view of the range of belief and practice today. You will find the whole series 
in a couple of storage boxes on the lowest shelf in the Children’s room.  

 
Open for liberation: an activist reads the Bible is by Tim Gee, the General 
Secretary of Friends World Committee for Consultation.  Tim writes from the perspective of 
one who has been an activist working for peace and justice, sustainability, climate change, 
care of prisoners, and refugees.  He writes in a stimulating and challenging way in this fresh 
look at the Bible, revealing his discovery of its beauty, power and truth, and its relevance to 
all the concerns of our day, from gender and ethnic identity to climate change.   

 
The Fearless Benjamin Lay was an impulse purchase inspired by the 
current discussion, inside and outside of Yearly Meeting on the legacy of 
British involvement in the slave trade.  I had known of him for many years, 
but never really studied his life in detail, and found the book fascinating, 
challenging, amusing and saddening.  He was born in Essex in the late 1682, a 
third generation Quaker, more fervently devoted to the faith than either his 
parents or grandparents.  He had little formal education, but became a great 
reader and collector of books.  He worked as a shepherd, then as a glover 
before joining a sailing vessel bound for Barbados where he encountered 
slave traders and their human cargo.  This awoke in him a passionate and 

evangelical crusading spirit to speak out against slavery at every level. Thereafter his life was spent between 
England and America, speaking out against slavery within and outside his Quaker world.  He was disowned by 
Quakers on at least 4 separate occasions, but continued to feel he belonged.  He was only a little over 4 feet in 
height, earning himself the subtitle of the book “the Quaker dwarf who became the first revolutionary 
abolitionist”, but a giant in his spirit.  Please look at the library in the children’s room, about a third of our 
total, before it all gets packed away when rebuilding work starts.  Christina 
 

Quaker Concern over Population David Tinsley 
I am a member of this group – at a recent Member’s Evening the following shocking 
information was shared: 
 

• The world’s population has doubled in the last 60 years from 4 billion to 8 billion 
• Even though the percentage rate of increase is falling the number of people is 

rising faster than ever 
• 225 million women have no modern way of managing their fertility 
• 25 million women undergo unsafe abortions every year 
• If the world’s resources were shared equally, everyone would be living the lifestyle of the average 

person in Botswana today – no fridges, foreign holidays etc. 
• The UN does not have ‘ensure a sustainable population’ statement in their 17 sustainable 

development goals!  
• For more information visit https://qcop.org.uk/ 



Why Twineham Anglicans pay Quakers 5p every three years. David Hitchin writes: 
There are many misconceptions about Quaker history.  In the town where I was born there is a house which is 
reputed to have been used by Quakers in the days of Henry VIII.  Accounts of Quakers in Twineham are 
equally but less obviously confused.  So here is the popular legend, and an account of what really happened. 
 

‘Twineham church lies to the west of the village. In the southern part of the churchyard, the local Quakers 
bought in 1694 from the parish a sizeable area for use as a burial ground.’ 
 

‘The Quakers and other dissenting sects were given the right to worship only in 1690, under the Toleration Act, 
but they had already established dozens of 'conventicles' in Sussex by then, in proud and open defiance of the 
authorities.  In these times of inflamed religious passion, the vicar of Twineham's daughter married one of the 
'Friends', and he set aside an area of his churchyard for them - so ensuring that his daughter should not have 
to be buried in unconsecrated ground. 
 

A little problem remained, however. The Quakers loathed the tithing system, and they agreed to pay the vicar 
a modest annual rent for their plot only if he, in return, would give them a slightly larger sum for using the 
mown grass as animal fodder.  The rector still pays his dues (four pence a year in new money) at a ceremony 
by the burial ground every third April.’ 
 

In 2004 Mary Meeks of Brighton Meeting set out the true position.  In 1655 several Quakers declared the 
Truth in Sussex and among the first converts were Elisabeth Killingbeck (who was perhaps the daughter-in-law 
of the Rector of Twineham) and her son Humphrey. He owned Chappell Crofts; a piece of land adjacent to the 
church which was used as a private cemetery.  
 

In 1659 He gave that land to Friends on a long lease and that year William Ashfield, a cooper from 
Hurstpierpoint, was the first Quaker buried there.  In 1694 Humphrey transferred the ownership to Friends so 
that they should in all time thereafter permit and suffer the bodies of such as the people of God called Quakers 
or known in their lives by the name of Quaker as shall happen to die in the County of Sussex or near the said 
lands to be buried there.  
 

About 60 Friends were buried there; the last in 1732.   From 1818 many people in succession, including the 
rectors, paid one shilling a year for use of the ground, either for grazing or for the grass as fodder. By 1894 the 
Parish Churchyard was full and it was extended to include the old Quaker Burial Ground.  The agreement was 
that the parish should rent the ground and keep it tidy for one shilling per annum and in return the Quakers 
should pay them eight pence for their care of the ground. The balance was four pence.  There were 12 pence 
to a shilling so every three years one shilling was due, now equal to 5 new pence.  The next payment will be 
due on the 9th July 2022 at 3pm when there will be a short ceremony in the churchyard followed by a joint 
service in the church including Anglican and Quaker forms of worship, and then tea and cake in the village 
hall.  The rector has assured me that she already has 5p set aside for this.  Visitors are welcome,  Please 
contact Judy Moody-Stuart for more information on 01273 846525, mail:  judymoodystuart@msmjc.com or 
just turn up.  
 
Dispelling some myths:  The paragraphs quoted in italics at the top have the wrong date of purchase, 
Twineham has rectors and not vicars.  The payment was nothing to do with tithes and was 4 pence a year in 
old pence, not new ones.  The woman concerned was not the rector’s daughter.  The land was not originally 
part of the churchyard, and it might not have been consecrated, but that 
should not have mattered anyway.  A later disagreement about another 
church boundary resulted in the wise words that ‘the Holy Spirit does not 
limit his activities to the area on the plan which is coloured pink’.  As far as 
Quakers are concerned, the whole world is coloured pink.  
 
 
 



SNIPPETS – contributed by Caroline Pybus 
Green tip for those shopping for one or two people: 
Try to buy loose fruit and veg to avoid plastic wrapping and keep paper bags to use 
again. 
 
Walking Group:  

A 6 mile walk up Jugg’s Lane, onto The Downs, down 
into Kingston and then up to the ridge before 
descending to Swanborough and back over the fields to 
Lewes was enjoyed by all, BUT, left Louise and I feeling 
particularly tired!  Thanks to Nancy and John for 
arranging and leading this delightful walk on a delightful 
day. 
 
 

Reading Group 
The White Guard – Mikhail Bulgakov 
The novel read and discussed by the book group this month was set in war-torn Kiev. There are four factions 
fighting in Ukraine but who is shooting at whom? Has anyone actually seen Petlyura? Is he on the brink of 
victory or not even in the city? The central characters cannot tell which information is reliable and which is 
fake news. The reader, likewise, finds the whole situation bewildering and confusing. We witness scenes of 
horror and farce but sometimes we’re not even sure who’s speaking. 
 
There are many parallels with the current situation in Kiev, and having Roger Cockrell, who translated the 
book, at our meeting was a great help. Most of us found this a challenging book but interesting and often 
moving. It ends on a high note:  
 

“The sword will disappear but the stars will remain when even the shadows of our bodies 
and of our deeds no longer remain on this earth. There is not a single person who does 
not know this. Why then do we not wish to direct our gaze towards them? Why?”  Lewes 
Library holds a number of copies of this book, so why not give it a try? 
 
Our next book is “Klara and the sun” by Kazuo Ishiguro. If you would like to come along 
to our discussion on 27th July at the Meeting House you would be most welcome. (also, 
on Zoom for those who cannot get here) 
 
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85890879125?pwd=7dvlpx8kiKCiC4le5AIaf7e5vDTGzU.1 

 
Wealden and Needlemakers Circle 

 
 
Invite you to a Cream Tea On Saturday 30th July from 
2pm to 4pm   
 
Donations in aid of the Building Development Fund, 
Lewes Quakers 
 
 

 

Please Join us 



 
Lewes Meeting Joins All-Together Worship Theresa Samms 
On Sunday 29th May Lewes Meeting joined with hundreds of Quakers for a 
novel “All-Together Meeting for Worship”.  We erected a large screen in our 
Meeting House to enable us to see Friends at Britain Yearly Meeting as well as 
some of the seventy-eight meetings and hundreds of individual Quakers online.  
The meeting began with the reading of a poem written by young Quakers aged 
eleven to eighteen.   
 

It was interesting to hear varied feedback from Lewes Friends after the meeting.  There were a few technical 
glitches and it was largely agreed that there was rather too much ministry, both of which inevitably impacted 
on the spiritual depth of the meeting.  However, there was some moving ministry and it was interesting to see 
the variety of meeting places across the country.  One of our Friends commented on the importance of 
technological advances such as virtual meetings so that we keep pace with future generations in whose hands 
Quakers will sit in years to come.  If we do not move with the times, we risk isolating ourselves from the 
systems that younger generations use routinely, to our future detriment, she commented.   
 

Other feedback from Friends at Lewes Meeting included suggestions that the BYM recommendation for thirty 
seconds between ministry was too little.  Also, that, if an All-Together Worship is to happen again, perhaps it 
could take place as an addition to the usual Sunday morning Meeting for Worship rather than replace the 
important spiritual silence some Friends need from their Sunday mornings.  In Lewes we had not fore-thought 
the lack of after-meeting discussion for those Friends joining from home remotely and this will be important 
to arrange should there be another one.   
 

Ultimately, for a first experiment, this Meeting was by and large regarded positively by Friends as an 
opportunity to join together with other Quakers in a way that has not been possible before.  We can explore 
ways to improve the experience should it be offered to us again and will offer our feedback to BYM.  
 
Green Tips - number 5 
In each newsletter we have been asked to provide a ‘Green Tip’ to 
make changes in the way we live and by doing so helping the 
environment and also meet a requirement of the Eco Church award. 
 

One thing Louise and I will miss when we move to Settle is the fantastic 
public transport Lewes has to offer – our car sits in its parking spot for 
days on end, not being moved.  Jazz nights in Brighton, chips on the 
beach at Seaford, theatres in Eastbourne, the jazz night, Nancy and the 
dentist in Brighton (eugh!), visiting David and Sue in Crowborough, lunch at Zero Café in The Pantiles in 
Tunbridge Wells etc. - we just take the bus or train.   
 

In Settle the last bus from Skipton is 18.45 and the last train 20.27!  So, our tip this week is be aware of the 
fantastic public transport in Lewes and if you don’t need a car at the other end – leave it in the garage!! 
 
Don’t forget the Friday Coffee sessions at the Depot 
 

There seems to be some confusion about the time we meet for 
coffee at The Depot on Fridays – in the past the start time has 
been 10.15, but often Friends arrive nearer 10.45 – there will be 
some discussion about what time suits.  But, please put this date 
in your diaries and join us for good coffee and chat! 
 
 



 Friendly Fundraising 
We are grateful for the legacies, for the generosity of individual Friends and for the contribution from AM to 
the Lewes development project, and two of us are continuing, sometimes successfully, to submit applications 
to grant-giving trusts and other bodies, but fundraising can also be a community-building activity. 
 
First idea 

Since I spoke about the auction of promises at 
our recent special business meeting, Friends have 
been asking me how this works and how they 
might contribute. 
 

Friends offer what they can to the bank of 
promises – baking a cake or a loaf of bread, an 
hour’s help in your garden, an invitation to lunch 

or a Devonshire cream tea, help with mending or a sewing project, clearing out kitchen cupboards or a shed 
etc – and other Friends bid for the right to claim these promises. We could also ask local businesses if they 
might donate a couple of coffees or cinema tickets or a sauna voucher. Real material things could be included 
in the auction too, and the event could take place while we are eating our picnic lunch after meeting for 
worship one Sunday. 
 

Second idea 
Could we collect a Lewes recipe book for sale? Can we have your recipes, Friends?  I could start with my 
Russian beetroot and walnut salad, and we have a couple from David Tinsley. 
 

Third idea 
In due course, Friends may be willing to ‘buy’ a library shelf or two, or a tap for a washbasin or sink, or even a 
tree for the garden.  
Please contact me if you could help to take these or other fundraising ideas forward. 
Patriciacockrell21@gmail.com . 
 
Home Links Summer Garden Party: Camilla Pennant 
 

Join Home Links for a special garden party on Sunday 17th July in the 
beautiful grounds of Ryderswells Farm Lewes for an afternoon at the 
idyllic setting  All proceeds from ticket sales will raise funds for 
HOMELINK's summer fundraising campaign set up in response to the 
cost-of-living crisis. 
 

Ticket price includes: 
• live music featuring Jazz from the 'Work in Progress' swing 

sextet, Lewkulele and acoustic guitarist, Joe Berhmann  
• Lawn sports (pétanque, boules, clock golf, table tennis and croquet) 
• Afternoon tea & cake, Strawberries & cream 
• Guided tours of the private woodland on the estate 
• And entry to the stunning grounds of Ryderswells Farm   
• Pimms and Prosecco will also be available by the glass, for a donation 

 

The venue is set in 12 acres of beautiful countryside, just outside of Lewes, and offers plenty of space to rest, 
relax and soak up the ambience of this tranquil location. Tickets cost £15 adult ticket, £35 for a family ticket, 
and £5 for a child ticket. Booking is essential and tickets can be purchased directly online through Eventbrite.   
 
 



Meeting for Worship for Church Affairs 
The next Meeting is on Sunday 17th July - this will be a blended Meeting.  Please bring your own sandwiches to 
eat so as to be ready for the Meeting to start at 13.00. 
 
Brighton Circle Good Cause for the Month Veryan Greenwood 
 
The cost-of-living crisis has vastly increased the use of food banks locally. Fareshare, supermarkets and 
individuals are donating very little currently, as they feel the squeeze, and the situation is becoming critical. 
Debbie Twitchen, who has run the Landport Food Bank for many years, is very worried that it soon won't be 
sustainable. She will be coming to speak to us after Meeting on July 24th to tell us a bit more about it. She'll 
be available for questions over coffee.  
 

There are several ways you can help:- 
 

1. On line donation ..... you might consider a regular monthly donation. Cash donations can be made 
after Meeting. 
 

2. Putting tinned and dried food, toiletries, baby supplies, etc in the collection points at Tesco and 
Waitrose. These items go directly to the 3 food banks: Malling, Fitzjohns and Landport.  
 

3. Joining the monthly collection outside the 3 Lewes supermarkets. Quaker help is coordinated by 
John Thurley. The next one is July 23rd. 

 

Online Donations - Fitzjohn’s Foodbank: You can make a secure donation via 
your usual online/internet banking service using the following bank details: Fitzjohn’s 
Foodbank Sort code: 30 - 90 - 89 Account number: 51044368. To help us identify 
donations for Gift Aid - please put your name in the 'reference' field. 
 
 
 

Goodbye to David and Louise: party for all:  Friday 8th July 
We have really enjoyed our 2 plus years with you and are sorry to leave, but 
are pleased to have been appointed to the Resident Friends Post at Settle.  We 
will miss you! 

 
Please join us for a leaving party on 
Friday 8th July 18.00 – 21.00 at 6 
Southover High Street 
 

We will provide a bean stew and crusty bread, but if you could  bring a plate of 
vegetarian food or a bottle that would really 
help - thanks.  

 

Our new address is Quaker Garth, Friends Meeting House, 21 Kirkgate, 
Settle BD24 9DX – we hope you will come and visit us.  Our last day in 
Lewes is 28 July.   
 

Please keep in touch: 
 

davidtinsley@yahoo.co.uk   louiseftinsley@yahoo.com 



Development Project: July Update                           
News of progress over the past month                    
from members of the Hub                                        .  
          (Architects elevation of new entrance  
         alongside the Children’s Room) 
 
Overall plans and progress 
Following the consideration of the project at the special Meeting for Worship for Church Affairs on June 19, 
and the hope that we can move ahead to get tenders, the Project Group and the architects have been working 
further on the two particular matters raised.  
 

Information about air source heat pumps has been sought through Friends House and a network of Friends 
caring for properties. Several Meetings are using the system successfully. Their comments indicate that as well 
as some saving in costs, the benefit to the fabric of an old building like ours is considerable from the steady 
low level of heat provided through the winter and that users appreciate it as well; the ability to boost up the 
temperature in different zones whilst they are in use is possible; a good control system is key (and knowing 
how to use it).  
The architects have suggested that whichever building firm we use may well have experience of installing heat 
pumps and we may be able to discuss the matter with them helpfully. 
 

The conservation officer has reconsidered insulation to the walls of the apartment and agreed that some of it 
can be done. The architects are working on the design and cost implications. 
Trustees are meeting on June 30 so their decisions on the funding of the project will be known shortly. A 
report will go to Area Meeting in July.  
 

Alongside all this, our architects have continued to make preparations for getting tenders from the three 
building firms known to be keen to be involved. 
 

Life without Resident Friends  
There will be a need for more help from more of us once the Resident Friends leave at the end of July. So, 
await requests for various tasks! Some were agreed by MfWfCA in April. The Project Group will deal with 
maintenance matters and we can all keep an eye open on the Meeting House as we pass it. 
 

Fund-raising 
In wanting to get the building work on our Meeting House done, Friends acknowledged that fund-raising was 
far from over. We were all encouraged to think of ways of raising money, and to give further donations and 
promises as we are able to. For example, the Wealden and Needlemakers Circle Group is organising a cream 
tea in the Meeting House garden on 30th July. Look out for more details. 
Please remember to add Gift Aid to your donation if you are eligible. Speak to Patricia Cockrell 01273 474884 or 
David Martin01892 663522 if you have particular suggestions or thoughts. For ways of giving, look on the 
website www.lewesquakers.org.ukor www.justgiving.com/campaign/LewesMH 
.   
July’s recipe: Soaked prunes and apricot 

We keep a jar of dried prunes, apricots and sultanas soaking in the fridge 
– after a couple of days they are soft and ready to eat, with a lovely 
sweet syrup.  They then make a perfect breakfast on a warm summer day 
or with yoghurt or custard as a quick pudding after our evening meal.  
The organic ones from Seasons are especially good! 
 



Children’s Meeting -  ‘Facing challenge’ and ‘Doing something for others’ 
 
The first of our June Meetings saw a theme of 
‘Facing Challenge and living life adventurously’ – 
drawing attention to the advice of George Fox.  
Children played a ‘Snakes and Ladders’ type game 
on the floor shaking a dice to move on. Landing on a 
‘Challenge’ square meant a challenge differentiated 
according to age: 
 

 

• Crawl under the gazebo wall laid out on the lawn 
• Keep one or two balloons up in the air for 30 seconds 
• Walk blindfolded towards a target and see what you can score 
• Put 15 pegs on the string in 30 seconds 
• Spell you name backwards 
• Carry cups of water across the grass to fill a jug (the cup had a hole in!) 

 

 
One youngster seemed destined for bad luck and landed on 
a ‘Challenge’ square every time and we spoke about life 
being unfair with many challenges to be faced! 
 

For our second June meeting theme was  ‘Doing something 
for someone else’ and the Chinese parable of eating with 
long handled spoons was explained.  Putting this into 
practice and feeding someone fried rice was a challenge and 
the Children’s room floor bore testimony to this! 
 
 

 

English Language Lessons 
Organised by LOSRAS (Lewes Organisation in Support of Refugees 
and Asylum Seekers), English language classes for Ukrainians 
continue on Saturday mornings at the meeting house.  
 
The beginners or near beginners go to John and Maggie Turner in 
the children’s room, where they learn greetings and numbers and 
days of the week; the intermediate and advanced students come 
to the meeting room where they are challenged by me to work 

on various topics in different tenses: 
 

• What did they eat yesterday? How was it cooked? Did they like it? 
• Here we are in a restaurant – what would they like to choose from the menu? Do they often eat this 

dish? Does Svita like Olena’s choice? Why not? 
• Now we are in a shop choosing ingredients for a meal they plan to cook tomorrow – how will they 

cook it? How will it be served? Who will join them for the meal? 
 

My students are keen to get back to work when they can, all except Dima who will be starting A-levels at 
BHASVIC in September. 
Patricia Cockrell 
 



 
Quaker Centre Congenies in France We have been asked to share this information: 
Music retreat:  Saturday  10 to Sunday  18 September, 2022 –  
 
An opportunity to lift spirits with 5 to 8 days of musical adventure at Quaker Maison in a lovely valley between 
the Cévennes Mountains & the Mediterranean Sea.  
 

Experience or talent not necessary--just a willingness to sing, play, learn or listen! 
 

• 5 to 8 Days at Maison Quaker 
• Facilitated program from Sunday evening to Friday morning.  
• The other 3 days are optional and can be used for sightseeing: Attend market day in the medieval 

village of Sommieres or visit local Languedoc –Provencal sights. Or just relax, sing or play at Maison 
Quaker.  

• Bring your instrument or your voice—or just your ears 
• Non-musical partners welcome. You will be surprised—you will enjoy it also!  
• Five fun-filled days with music through folk-songs, spirituals, and popular music of the 20th century. 

 
Art Retreat: September 24 to 30 2022 
This retreat involves five facilitated sessions focussing on art skills and experiences, followed by the chance to 
paint, draw or photograph “en plein air” in a variety of locations.  
 
The Accommodation 
The accommodation is simple and comfortable.  Some rooms are en-suite, some share bathroom facilities. 
Rooms are available on the ground floor to ensure ease of access for guests with mobility problems and there 
is a shower room adapted for guests with disabilities. The meeting room has a piano which guests are 
welcome to play and there is a large attractive garden with many sunny and shady spaces. 
 
“Find kindred spirits and shared hearts, so precious in these times” 
More information from 
Amy & Chamba Cooke,amis-résidents  Maison Quaker 11 avenue des Quakers 
30111 Congenies, France Phone +33 (0)4 66 71 46 41 
http://www.maison-quaker-congenies.org/ and  https://www.facebook.com/MaisonQuaker/ 
 

Ride & Stride 10th September 2022  David Martin 
Ride & Stride is a fun day for people to explore some of Sussex's unique historic buildings, while raising money 
for charity. Participants are sponsored to walk or ride (bike, horse, car, electric buggy) to churches across the 
county.  The funds raised are split 50:50 between our Meeting House appeal and Sussex Historic Churches 
Trust (who have already given us a generous grant towards the appeal). This fundraising is essential so they 
can continue to preserve historic places of worship, of all denominations, throughout Sussex.  
 

The event is open to everyone. There is no fixed route, so you get to choose which church or chapel is your 
start point, which is your end, and how many you visit in between. You can do as much or as little as you like, 
so visiting half a dozen churches in Lewes on foot is just as important as cycling across Sussex to bag as many 
as you can! 
 

Please get in touch with me if you’d like to join me in this challenge! As we’ve had funds from SHCT it would 
be good to support them in return. The Meeting House won’t be one of those open this year, due to our 
building work. 
For more information, including how to collect sponsorship online see this website. 
 



Lewes Meeting Contacts 
Clerks: John Ashcroft & David Martin  quakerclerkslewes@gmail.com 
Safeguarding Officer: Sue Hallett-Martin; Safeguarding Administrator Theresa Samms 
Treasurer: Roger Cockrell rogercockrell15@gmail.com 
Nominations: Helen Thomas helen.thomas62@btinternet.com 
Newsletter: David and Louise Tinsley quakermeetinghouselewes@gmail.com 
Website Editor: Drew Fisher ajfscorpio@hotmail.com 
Area Meeting Clerk: Peter Aviss peter.aviss@btinternet.com 
Area Meeting Membership Clerk: Peter Bolwell piffkin@gmail.com 
Eldership and Oversight Resource Group (EORG): Chris Lawson, Bob Harwood, David Hitchin, Theresa Samms, 
Nancy Wall.  Circle convenors: Brighton - Veryan Greenwood; Castle – David Tinsley; Cliffe - Berta Busby; 
Needlemakers & Wealden - Geoff Halsey; Neville & Winterbourne - Patricia Cockrell; Wallands - Bob Harwood. 


